
6267 Castille Ct.,
Orleans. KIC lX4

Mr. Maxwell Yalten,
Chief Commissioner,
Canadian Human Rights Commission,
90 Sparks St.,
Ottawa, Ontario.

15 November 1988

Dear Mr. Yalden,

Thank rou very much for writing Hr. Epp and encouraging him to be
more public in expr.~sin8 his belief in the legitimacy of
con c ern s 0 f pe 0 pIe d i S8 b 1e d by polluti 0 n • Un for t JU11.~ll y , a s I
feel I can easily c6nvince you, his response to yo~ontinued

lack of integrit-y by not dealing with issues arising from the
actions of his own department.

On the one hand ,Hr. Epp says he is familiar with my views; on the
other he indicates (or pretends) he is completely unfamiliar with
the concerns I haye raised. This response to you is reminiscent
of his respODses to both opposition critics, to the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Health and W~lfare, in fact of all his
responses to approaches on this matter. As Canadians disabled by
pollution haye been kllli~g themselves as a result of tbe
demoralizing statements from hi. department, and some children
are almost certainly being inappropriately disciplined with
cattle prods~ who really should be diagnosed as environmebtally
sensitive, I must, at this pQint, claim that Mr. Epp's lack of
integrity, carried to the ettremesidemonstrated, makes him the
moral equivalent of a murderer or child abuser.

That is a strong statement. Let me explain:

Mr. Epp liles to make a great deal about how many times he has
res p 0 n d e d tom e. but in h i a m8 n yap p 0 r tun 1 tie she h 8 S

coasiatently ignored the concerns I have raised. He repeatedly
states he is sympathetic and aware of my concern~, but has never
acknowledged or dealt with the fact that officials in his
deBartmen.t ruined people's lives, the major concern I have
brought forward. ~,

Even a£ter he was infor~ed that his officials were devastating
lives by publicly defaming as deluded people disabled by
pollution, even after two aides in his department verbally
acknowledged the concern. after twelve cabinet ministers and as
many Conservative backbenchers referred my concern to him, he
allowed his officials to stand up in Pincher Creek and do the

~-same thing to residents there who are suffering from
envi~oamental sensitiVity as a result of a leaking sour gas
operation.



..
Then. even when informed that his offic~als had repeated the
precise statement being c ••plained about, one which had led to
pr e v i 0 U 8 SU i c i cl. s, Ht'. ! pp did not. act to cor re c t the
demoralizing effect of his official's statement, and subsequently
a few of the victims in Pincher Creek committed suicide.

His letter to you demonstrates the r~thlessness with which he has
acted, and exemplifies what c~n~ at this point. only be 4escribed
as deliberate stonewalling, by now with the conscious knowledge
that his officials t uncorrected past statements, if they remain
uncorrected, will lead t~ even further deaths.

You will notice he entirely ignores your suggestion that he be
more public in his expression of our legitimacy. He ignored
similar suggestions in my brief to the Parliamentary Standing
Commi t tee which, as you say t was fa vorabl y rec ei ved by the
Committee. When his officials were invited by the Committee to
respond to my concerns. although they came and testified. th"
did not respond to the concerns I had raised. This was pointed
out at the end of their testimony by the committee chairman, Dr.
Bruce Halliday.

Mr. Epp ianored similar suggestions in an open letter from ehe
Liberal health critic, and in his written response to a question
from the NDP health critic, and in responding to several other
Members of Parliament.

You will notice that in his lettar Mr. Epp says "However,the
issue is not as clear-cut a sM r • Brown would wish." Tb en,
presumably by way of example. he lists a number of facts. all of
which I had pr~.iou.ly acknowle4ged and listed as factors in my
brief to the Standing Committee. .

By way of illustratioQ that the situation is more complicated
than I would "wish". ~ says Zimmerman states environmental
sens. itiVit.t.} is 8 "compendium" of disorders. In my brief. on page
13, I sta~, "InSide the patient group we were discovering that a
variety of ecological and medical factors are important", and,
"In other word •• environmental sensitivity is not-really one
condition at all. but a group of symptoms indicating a vari'ety of
host-environment interactions."

He then suggests that I am asking for the impossible by stating
that "1 do not feel that it is appropriate for the federal
government o~ ministers of health to define medical conditions or
recognize specific illnesses." 1 am not asking the minister to·
define a "specific" illnesB.as I made abundantly clear in
previous representations. including my brief to the Standing
Committee. and for him to suggest that I am doing so at this
point seems deliberately dishonest.

The fact that medical treatment is a provincial concern is
irrelevant in a discussion relating to the consequences of
statements of Health and Welfare officials. This tactic of
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~vasion has been previously ide~tified to the minister as well,
and must als~ be viewed as deliberately dishonest at this point
in the discussion.

Environmental sensitivity should not be referred to as "total
allergy syndrome" because it may not always involve the immune
system. Twentieth Century Disease is also a confusing term, as
many people have problems with,su~h age-old substances as wood
smoke. The condition is not a new condition at all, and most
people with the problem do ,ot react to as many substances as the
term "Total Allergy" would, imply. It is true, of course, that
the increased number of biologically interactive synthetics in
the environment present an increase in the total load for
individuals.

Mr. Epp is also irresponaible in suggesting that the medical
debate is about whether or not some people are disabled by a
grea ter sens! tt vi tr to en vironmen t'sl agents. In fact. there is
debate in the medical community, but it is about what to do. It
does not take a great desl of intelligence (or honesty) to
realize that a debate about how to treat environmental
sensitivities would not exist unless the problem itself existed.

In a letter addre.sed to Reg St8c~ouse, M.P., (4 November 1988)
Mr. Epp says that in his response you he has "indicated some of
the steps that my department has been taking to alleviate some of
the problems encountered by pu.ple who are unusually sensitive to
chemicals". If Mr. Epp can recognize the pro b lem, and if his
department can act to alleviate problems of people affected, why
can he not act to correct damaging misconceptions his department
fostered f~decade.. 8 before? How can he accept responsibility to
regulate cfiJCal companies, but not deal with the consequences of
acts of his own officials?

In his letter to Mr. Stackhouse he says "In July, Mr. Brown laid
a complaint before the Human Rights Commission stating that
National H/alth and Welfare was unsympathetic to those who are
environmentally sensitive". He also stated "In response to Hr.
Yalden I indicated that indeed I was sympathetic to those ~it~

illnesses attt~buted to environmental sensitivity, but that
medical ~uesti~ should be decided by the medical profession and
therefore I did not feel it appropriate for me to make statements
about specific illness."

Again, Mr. Epp misrepresents my posi tion, this time by implying
that I am misrepresenting his position. I am well aware that
the department now recognizes the problem. Mr. Epp has made many
private expressions of sympathy and concern, and he has stated
that there are people "who are unusually sensitive to chemicals".

~ftowever, t~e fact that th& department now acknowledges we exist
is only additional reason to speak out and undo previous
damaging statements made in a variety of situations by
departmental officials.
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Mr. Epp is proficient at using a lack of logic to' defend himself.
Meanwhile, thousands of people continue to beGdversely affected.

I repeat, for literally more than the five thousandth time, the
concern I bring Mr. Epp is about the fact that his officials
repeatedly made what he now refers to as an "extremist"
statement, "attributing all illnesses caused by chemical
sensitivities to psychosomatic causes alone." (That phrase
itself is illogical, need I say?)

Now that the department recognizes the problem, we could look on
the officials damaging statements as water under the bridge, an
unfortunate consequence of their ignorance (and arrogance),
except for three factors:

1. People whose lives vere derailed are for the most part still
living, and would prefer that their lives were not dismissed as
water under the bridge. I submit they deserve a hand up now that
previous defamatory comments are understood to have been
inappropriate.

2. Misconceptions created by government continue uncorrected in
some parts of tbe country, contributing to the continued
frustration of people affected. Surely, as you have stated,
"We 2.!.!. it to people who have the aisfortune to suffer from this
syndrome to be more public and more positive in acknowledging
that ••• e~vironmental hypersensitivity is a true medical
problem, n (although like cancers, of course, it is not one
specific illness.).

3. Most people involved in the issue, whether profeSSionals or
lay persons, feel that there are probably large numbers of
Canadians who suffer chronic health problems as a result of
environmental sensitivity, but whose illness has not been
properly diagnosed because of the unhealthy level of skepticism
created by official statements. Many of these people would
suffer psyc¥iatric symptoms, as the illness often affects the
central ner~ous system. You will be aware that many deaf people
were institutionalized as "retarded" when actually their
developmental delay was only a function of reduced communicatlon
skills. Some of us feel a close kinship to deaf people who have
(inappropriately) spent twenty or thirty years under psychiatric
supervision before being rescued!

The above points could be addressed fairly simply, perhaps as
follows:

1. Departmental officials or the next Minister of Health and
Welfare could meet with people affected to work out a settlement.
It seems damages could be assessed in cases where people suffered
directly as a result of Health and Welfare's comments. For the
~est, a settlement would probably consist of funding for
community self-help and professional groups, as in the settlement
for so-called Japanese-Canadians who were unfairly interned in
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World War 11. (The government recently allocated six millionc\

dollars to help beluga whales in the Montreal Basin.)

2. The department could run a public information campaign
similar in magnitude to the millions of dollars of "free media"
it received when calling into question the victims' integrity.

3. The department could send out the word to provincial health
ministries, perhaps providing ftrnds to help identify and rescue
people whose chronic health problems can be related to
enviroDmental factors, particularly considering they might have
been identified sooner if our public education efforts had not
been swamped by officials' statements.

Surely governments are responsible for the consequences of their
own actions, in the same way all of us are. Perhaps the next
group which comes forward with a poo~ly understood problem will
not so quickly be branded as crackers. Perhaps their personal
dignity and human rights wontt be trashed so casually.

Only when unfair attitudes have been addressed will the needs of
people disabled by pollution be considered equally beside other
concerns, which Itm sure Mr. Ed Lowans would confirm. is all we
are asking.
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Chris Brown (613) 837 7173

cc Ed Lowens. President, Human Ecology Foundation of Canada
Anne Castle, President. HEF Ottawa Chapter
Jake E_p. Minister of Health and Welfare
Russ Wunker. Chief of Staff, Mr. Epp's Office
Dr. Maur~n Law, Deputy Minister
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